
WELCOME TO THE ONE AND ONLY GUNNSHOW. 
 

Be ready to experience a show like no other on this planet, seeing things you 
may have only read about in books (and no, not other design students’ books), 
ideas and concepts fresh outta the barrel. 

For this show, everything starts on paper, fresh lead beneath worn hands and a 
tireless effort to fulfill a prophecy shown as a child. The mission is for this show 
to become part of a larger act, take things statewide, nationally, internationally, 
and hell, maybe even further than that. These guns are always smoking and 
ready for what challenges lie ahead. Welcome. And thanks for visiting.



STAR WARS  
CELEBRATION  V

A fan package for the latest Star Wars Celebration held 
in Orlando FL. It is like Comic Con, but much bigger and 
exclusively all Star Wars. The contents of the fan package  
are designed for true fan boys.  

Tagline: Embrace the Passion

CELEBRATION V



Brochure:

Black cover with logo die-cut that  
will help restore the precious love  
of the past.













Jay Burachel
Cleveland, Ohio

JEDI: Knight

DAYS: 12—15

FAN TABLE: Y
ALLIANCE: Rebels

We encourage you to get out there and 
enjoy everything this Celebration V has 
to offer. When meeting someone new, 
test their validity as a true fanboy, or 
just quiz your fellow alliance!

What is Han Solo’s call sign 
when he is patrolling Hoth on his 

Tauntaun?

C-3P0 gives Han some odds 
regarding the successful 

navigation of an asteroid field. 
What were the odds of doing 

this?
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Mailer & ID Badge:

Mailer comes with encouraging words and important info.
Attendees will obtain a portrait ID, giving them access to 
specified sections and events. On the backside each ID has  
a different trivia question to ask fans to test his or her true  
fanboy status.



Poster Series:

Promotional posters will be sent out early 
to fans that buy the exclusive package. 

There would be over 30 designs to 
purchase at the convention.



Website:

Using the same nostalgia, the websites allow users two forms  
of navigation, one being more playful and mechanical, the other  
a direct nav bar that allows for quicker and direct exploration.



WKC
westminster kennel
club dog show

ESTMINSTER 
ENNEL 
LUB

The Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show is a two-day,  
all-breed benched conformation show that takes place  
at Madison Square Garden in New York City every year. 

Tagline: All Breeds, All Athletes.



Sports Cards and Recipe Cards:

Sport cards feature the top dogs in the categories: Terrier, 
Hound, Herding, Sporting, Working, Non-Sporting, and Toy. 
Each card comes with bios and real stats much like a real  
pro sports card. 

Invitation also comes with recipe cards for all kinds of 
delicious and healthy dog treats



VIP Dog Locker:

A locker designed for a true 
athlete that just so happens  
to be a dog. This locker is 
made to hold dual water 
bottles for both owner and 
dog, bowl, sports ball, drying 
towels, and sports chalk. 

With chalk owners can perhaps 
write up a daily schedule, 
which truly is a necessity for 
any great athlete.



VIP Dog Locker:

With chalk owners can perhaps write up  
a daily schedule, which truly is a necessity 
for any great athlete.



New Depths
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This capital campaign is to help raise money for a new 
summer camp and rescue facility for marine mammals in 
Corpus Christi, TX. Children and early teens need a place 
where they can discover more about marine mammals  
than ever before and learn what it really takes to be in  
such a rewarding career. 

Tagline: Take Learning Deeper



Case Study:

26 perfectbound page brochure that 
goes into the history of the Marine 
Mammal Center and the emergence  
of the new campaign.
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Business Suite:

Childlike imagination and illustrations 
in subtle touches that are combined 
with real elements submarine surfaces 
and materials. 



Donation Meter  
& Summer Poster:

As the donations come in, water will fill 
the tank. This can be a digital display on 
billboards, or signs in specified location;  
also on the website.



Kloofzicht  Lodge

Kloofzicht Lodge is a one-of-a-kind hotel nested within the 
cradle of humankind, Johannesburg, South Africa. For visitors, 
the hotel offers a charming mixture of savannah backdrops 
and animal life.
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Business Suite:

Suite is made up of two textures, one 
a matte and the other a shiny gloss to 
imitate the same urns’ that run water  
in parts of the Lodge. 



Uniforms:

Manager, Receptionist, Bellhop, and Maid represented. 
Materials are a mix of very light and airy polyester and  
linen because of the warm temperatures.



Kloofzicht Gift:

A handcrafted Zulu treasure trunk that 
holds a note and two personalized 
sarongs for a male and female that will 
be received at the end of every time-
treasure hunting activity. 



Activity Logo  

& Gift cont:

With the help of GPS, the Time-
treasure Hunting activity will 
take couples to geocache 
sites on foot around the cradle 
of humankind.

The gift box has a slide out 
drawer for additional storage; 
including a secret drawer to 
store treasures and couples 
secrets and memories. 



Sugarland

Upcoming album promotion.



Magazine Ad:

Inspired by the message in the new song “Common Thread,”  
The ad relates to country listeners who are into quilt making  
and hand crafted scrapbooks. 



Microsite:

This is where the fun and passion truly begins for this 
project. It’s a chance for fans to insert their own photos 
and memories into the video and share it among 
family and friends.



Storyboard of the Video:

Video contains specified spots to insert photos and once 
previewed and confirmed, video can be shared with family; 
posted to Facebook, Twitter, blogs or email.



Tazuma

This peewee football brand is for boys who want to feel like 
a warrior, one deemed worthy of remembrance like great 
Samurai of old Japan.
 
Tagline: Born to be a Warrior.



Football Gear & Equipment:

Shoulder pads, speed cones, eye black, and spray 
mist bottle.



Arm Gear:

Padded sleeves, regular sleeves and gloves.



Tido

Bottle of White Vinegar designed for President Calvin 
Coolidge, who not only grew up and lived on a farm, but was 
quite the penny saver. Hence a bottle of Tido, white vinegar 
that has over 100 uses.



AK Magazine

Finally, a men’s magazine that is intellectual, humorous, 
encouraging, playful, and leaves out all that garbage  
with boobs, booze, fast cars, and the latest high-tech gear. 

Designed with fathers in mind, this magazine will be a guide 
for good fathers, bad fathers,  
and the men in-between.
 
Tagline: Turning Dirt into Gold.



Covers:

Covers will often display more 
than just different approaches 
to media, but also will have an 
emotional appeal.



TOC & Letter to the Editor

Full spreads. (pg size 7 x 9.5, full spread 14 x 9.5).



Departments:

The use of a lot of white space is to keep the reader calm and 
relaxed; so it would feel less like a preacher’s sermon and 
more like a conversation with a father figure.



Feature Articles:

Feature articles are where the magazine will have much more 
personality and lighten the load with humor and great stories 
from all sorts of figures in the today’s culture.



Main Feature:

Words from retired Colonel Ross of the U.S. Army and the 
stories that come along with raising two (over eager) boys.





IPAD VERSION:

When type is touched, art for specified article fills center tab 
section; center tab becomes direct link to first page of article. 



IPAD MAIN FEATURE:

Use finger swipe to browse or flip pages. And index finger 
away from positioned thumb to enlarge page.



IPAD TURNED:

When iPad is turned, many pages become interactive. 
Objects can be moved, enlarged and in this case fired…
destroying the surrounding text and shooting holes into  
the background. Tap reset button in top left to set things  
back to original state.



Gwen Stefani Poster

No one has more energy and enthusiasm in live 
performances than Gwen Stefani; the queen of orange 
county. There is no telling just how far this girl will go  
to rock the house with rhythm and vibe when she is  
all wound up. 
 
Tagline: Wind Her Up.



Dirt2Concrete

Dirt 2 concrete is an exploratory look into the vase world that 
is soccer–the spectrum of love. This book exploits players 
from different countries and their various strengths that have 
made them not only famous, but perhaps legends. 

This book is for those that live fútbol, breathe it, sleep it, and 
desire to improve the quality of their game and themselves. 



BOOK:

Intro and inspirational message for young viewers. Book has 
plenty of room for large photos and exercise/training content 
(pg size 13 x 8.75, full spread 26 x 8.75).



BOOK:

Country and Featured player Intro (poster collage).



BOOK:

Player bio and specialty instruction pages.









DinoPals

DinoPals is a toy-recycling manufacturer that 
specifically makes dinosaur toys not only your child 
in mind, but also the environment. The mission is to 
create playful and creative dinosaurs, from plush to 
interactive dinosaurs that will be loved and continue  
to teach children about these amazing animals that 
once roamed the earth.



Business Suite:

Letterhead 1st pg, 2nd pg, Envelope, Business card (front & back).



WEBSITE



Dinosaur Icons or Pictograms:

Pictograms that are used throughout the learning experience, on 
toy packaging, website, games, and more.



iPad Game:

Children choose an egg, name their dinosaur, and then raise it by building 
a home, feeding it and more. Additional items can be won by achievements 
and continued care of Dinosaur. When two iPads are in close proximity, 
dinosaurs can interact with one another.



PACKAGING



The Great Gatsby

Alternate book covers: Illustrated, Type and 
Photography



Let the light shine, it’s playtime.

Freizeit

Freiziet means “Playtime” or “Free time” in German, and 
that’s exactly what these light bulbs are for. Inspired by the 
country of Switzerland and their great love for theatrical arts, 
these ordinary bulbs have combined with evening stories 
that children can portray. 



Packaging:

Packaging comes in various colors and animals 
that can be collected and stacked to make new 
and interesting creatures. Each box comes with a 
unique story based upon which animal that child 
has chosen.



Insides:

Theater inspired wallpaper holds the bulb securely. And  
a wrapped string on top of packaging is for the mask.



Packaging Re-use:

Each box comes with unique animal mask that is printed on the other side of the main packaging. 
Children simply cut out the eyeholes and punch small blue circles, and then use the string that comes  
in the top of the container and presto. He or she perform out the story while a parent reads it.



369
Harlem 369

The 369th Infantry Regiment, formerly the 15th New York 
National Guard Regiment, was an infantry regiment of the 
U.S. Army that saw action in WWI and WWII. The 369th 
Infantry is known for being the first African-American 
regiment to serve with the American Expeditionary Force 
during World War I. The regiment was nicknamed the  
Harlem Hellfighters and the Black Rattlers.

Through Orbitz, Harlem 369 is an exclusive travel package 
and tourism guide through the rich and heartwarming 
history of not only Harlem, NY, but also the African- 
American soldiers who fought for liberty, justice and 
freedom here and abroad. 

Tagline: Enjoy Harlem the way those that fought  
for it did.



Airport Poster Series:

On the posters there is a nostalgia that is reminiscent of not only old war 
photos, but also the actual activities and everyday events that happened 
then and still happen today.



AIRPORT POSTER SERIES:

QR code takes user directly to webpage with info on the event or location. 



Website:

A repeated element that I feel is appropriate and strongly related 
the subject matter is the use of banners. Whether it’s for what a 
soldier stands for or the things he accomplished during active 
military service and in his lifetime.



Field Manual App:

Travel and guide map along with other pieces of the app have 
been simplified for quick and easy functionality. Color palette 
is inspired by many Harlem painters and artist such as Aaron 
Douglas and Ernie Barnes.



Field Manual Map Front 
(handheld):

Designed with history buffs in mind, this 
map has been simplified and designed 
in map style reminiscent of the field 
maps used in WWI. The attack and 
strategy of hitting all the sights is up  
to the map holder.





Field Manual Map Back 
(handheld):

The back of the map is more of a shrine 
to not only the soldiers of the 369th 
Infantry, but the neighborhoods in 
which many of them called home, were 
raised and most notably fought for.





Collector’s Postcards:

Received upon purchase of trip. Postcards contain inspired 
quotations from well-known soldiers who had a large influence  
in the war and the documenting of its history. Postcards have 
notches to be tied neatly together by an Army Ribbon.



Postcards (back):

History information on sites in Harlem; and the 
site is relevant to subject matter on front. 

EX: “…wounded 21 times by gunfire”–– Harlem 
Hospital Center 15th floor.



THIS SHOW WILL NEVER END.

WELCOME TO THEE OL’ INTERMISSION.


